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REPORT SPONSORSHIP 
 
The views and opinions in this report represent those of Ardent Partners at the time of publication. Sponsoring 
companies have had no measurable influence on the content and research in this report. The contents of this 
research report are the exclusive property of Ardent Partners. Please direct any comments or questions regarding 
the content and/or our research sponsorship policy to Ardent’s Chief Research Officer, Andrew Bartolini, at 
abartolini@ardentpartners.com  and/or 617.752.1620. 
 

Sponsor: 
 

 

Description 
Bottomline is at the forefront of making complex business payments simple, smart and secure. We help over 
600,000 companies in 92 countries around the world by automating and securing core accounts payable and 
accounts receivable processes through Bottomline’s Paymode-X.  
 
At our core we share ideas, innovate and support each other personally and professionally. It is through our guiding 
principles like doing the right thing, working with and for each other, and innovating constantly that we achieve our 
common goal of exceeding expectations and delighting customers. 
 

Sponsor Contact: 
www.bottomline.com  
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Executive Summary 
 
In 2021, the accounts payable (“AP”) profession continues to gain momentum and impact 

business operations and results in an increasingly strategic way. AP automation technology 

continues to play a major role in changing the way that AP teams are viewed within the 

enterprise. The Buyers’ Guide to AP Automation in 2021 is a process-focused report designed 

to help make the technology buying decision easier. It walks organizations through each step 

of the buyers’ journey to optimally investigate, evaluate, and select the best-fit AP Automation 

solution given their specific requirements and budgets.  

 

This guide is part of a larger set of research tools and templates designed to support 

organizations as they begin the process of transforming their AP operations and selecting the 

solution that will deliver the greatest value.  
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Introduction 
 
Completing a successful transformation project within the accounts payable (“AP”) function can be both a 
straightforward and rewarding process. Like any impactful project, its success depends on a high level of planning, 
commitment, and support from various stakeholders within the enterprise and strong, decisive leadership by the 
AP team. Given the overall efficiency, intelligence, and financial benefits that a successful AP automation project 
can deliver, the effort is well worth it.  
 
One of the most important decisions in an AP transformation is selecting the underlying solution that will enable 
and support the overall project. Accounts payable automation tools have an enabling effect for AP/finance/treasury 
teams: with them, teams can run tighter, leaner, and more efficient operations that can help to keep pace with the 
digitization happening across the rest of the enterprise. By removing manual and paper-based tasks, eliminating 
data entry, compressing approval times, enabling touchless processing, streamlining payments, and improving cash 
management and analytic capabilities, AP automation solutions have the potential to dramatically transform an AP 
operation.  
 

The Technology Buying Process (est. timeline: 19 – 24 weeks) 

This “Buyers’ Guide” lays out a best practice approach that can be used to identify, evaluate, and ultimately select 
the best-fit solution based upon the organization’s unique budget and requirements. It also walks the reader 
through the seven key steps used to buy enterprise software solutions. The process has been designed for use by 
AP departments both large and small, and across all verticals and regions.  

More detailed questions regarding AP automation and solution selection may be forwarded to 
research@ardentpartners.com.  
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Phase 1: Assess the Current State of AP Operations 
Key Stakeholders: AP leadership, AP staff, and finance. 

Key Activities: Describe the processes and organization in place today, highlighting the major pain points and 
key issues that affect the organization and AP stakeholders.  

Main Objectives: (1) Establish a baseline of operations that can be used as inputs for both the definition of 
requirements and the formal business case (see Phase 4, page 9). (2) Determine the organizational ‘readiness’ 
for an AP transformation.  

Smart Tip: Where data, information, and overall visibility are incomplete, do not get bogged down pursuing it. 
Instead, highlight the gaps as another major reason why transformation is needed. 

Suggested Timeline: 1 – 2 weeks. 

 
The goal of this phase is to quickly assess the "current state" of AP operations and available resources including 
the people, processes, and technology currently in place. Understanding the current process for receiving, 
processing, and paying invoices is critical if the organization is going to make improvements. Whether the plan 
is to automate some part or all of the entire process, it is important to understand the how things currently 
work. Defining the current process will allow the organization to uncover specific pain points, which in turn will 
help to refine automation requirements. The review should cover the following areas: 

� Organization: Capture the structure, skills, and capabilities of the AP organization, as well as the overall 
alignment it has with functional partners in procurement and treasury and also, AP’s linkage to the strategic 
direction of the enterprise.  

� Process:  Define and model the key tasks, activities, and approaches taken to execute daily operations, 
including the receipt, processing, and payment of invoices (see the Ardent Partners’ ePayables Framework™ 
below). 
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� Technology:  Describe the level of automation and how well technology is leveraged to enhance processes 
within the AP department. 

� Knowledge Management: Detail the accessibility and visibility of data/information, including the ability to 
translate it into actionable intelligence for use within AP and across the enterprise. 

� Performance: Establish key performance metrics before automation so that improvements can be 
measured. 

To facilitate this current state assessment, use Ardent Partners’ ePayables Framework™ which was developed 
to help AP departments evaluate their main processes by dividing invoice and payment management into 
smaller, more manageable segments. In doing so, AP departments will be better able to understand what is 
needed to execute each phase and establish core project requirements. The Framework organizes the AP 
process into three major phases: 

1. Receive – how the enterprise receives invoices. 

2. Process – how the enterprise validates and approves invoices.  

3. Pay – how the enterprise schedules and executes payments. 

Ardent Partners’ ePayables Framework™ 

 
Once the current state assessment is completed, the AP leadership can then complete the AP Automation 
Readiness Checklist to determine whether or not the organization is well-positioned to undertake this project. 
If the organization is ready, proceed to the next step; if it is not, the AP leadership team must work to prepare 
the organization and the overall enterprise for the project. 
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Phase 2: Build the Project Team and Establish Project Goals 
Key Stakeholders: AP leadership, finance, treasury, procurement, IT, line-of-business, and suppliers. 

Key Activities: Identify and assemble a project team composed of the main AP process owners and 
representatives from the other key AP stakeholder groups. Define the hard and soft goals of the AP 
transformation project.  

Main Objectives: (1) Build a strong project team drawn from across the enterprise that can help define, support, 
and execute the AP transformation project. (2) Define a compelling, yet realistic, set of goals for the overall 
project.  

Smart Tip: The right team can make or break this project, so engage and sell the strongest potential advocates 
of an AP transformation on joining the team and/or actively supporting it. 

Suggested Timeline: 2 – 3 weeks. 

 

Project Team: AP’s ability to make the business case for change and execute a successful transformation will 
benefit from the participation and support of other groups within the enterprise. Therefore, before making any 
technology investment decisions, relevant process owners and representative stakeholders across the AP 
spectrum should be assembled in a project team that can drive the development of a future state blueprint.  

While a larger set of project stakeholders will bring a wider set of interests, priorities, and requirements to the 
discussion, the earlier these different inputs are identified the sooner they can be rationalized and prioritized 
into a comprehensive plan. Wider involvement of stakeholders is also a classic approach to establish project 
buy-in and promote user adoption. Input should be gathered and incorporated from the following key 
stakeholder groups:  
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� Finance/Treasury which manages an enterprise’s cash may have specific payment-related requirements 
and positive ideas on how AP automation can improve cash management. 

� Procurement which manages the initial part of the Procure-to-Pay process may be able to explain how an 
AP automation solution can improve overall supply/supplier management. 

� IT which understands the current IT infrastructure can help to define any integration requirements and 
constraints.  

� Line of Business whose end-user adoption rates will have an enormous impact on the overall success of the 
program. If a high number of system users come from the business, the line of business should have a 
representative voice in the solution selection and design processes.   

� Suppliers whose level of supplier enablement (or adoption) can be the “Achilles’ heel” of any AP 
transformation project. Understanding the inclination and preferences of suppliers regarding different 
solutions will help the project team understand the level of effort that will be required to enable suppliers 
onto the new AP platform. 

 

Project Goals: In order to establish a solid foundation for the project, it is important to develop a long-term 
strategy and plan (see Phase 4, page 9). The organization must also have a clear sense of its long-term goals 
and objectives and the initiative’s potential impact on the enterprise. These goals are the solutions to the 
current problems, the plans for the future, and the main results to be achieved by the transformation; they will 
also drive the return on investment calculations. Goals and objectives should include hard and soft benefits. 
Most projects include some, if not all, of the goals below:  

 Reduce processing costs and times  

 Reduce exception rates and other invoice processing issues  

 Develop a more effective vendor payment strategy to help better manage and control cash and 
optimize working capital 

 Minimize late payments and late payment penalties  

 Use data to become a more intelligent operation        

 Share AP data/information with functional partners to improve operations and performance 

 Improve customer service and supplier relations 

 Gain better visibility into process, line item detail, and supplier performance 

 Improve the ability to close the accounting period “books” in an accurate and timely manner 
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Phase 3: Gather and Rationalize Key Project Requirements 
Key Stakeholders: Project team and extended stakeholders. 

Key Activities: Work with the project team and extended stakeholders to define the overall project scope. 
Define what are absolute project requirements versus “nice-to-haves.” Prioritize requirements and gain 
consensus.  

Main Objectives: Develop the project blueprint as well as a comprehensive set of solution requirements for the 
RFP. Capture what is needed by all AP staff and associated stakeholders.  

Smart Tip: The number of competing views (and who holds them) may require the need for an executive 
sponsor who can help rationalize different groups’ requirements and help keep the development of the AP 
blueprint moving forward. 

Suggested Timeline: 2 – 3 weeks. 

 
The goal of this phase is to capture the critical functional and technical requirements for an AP automation 
solution that will be communicated via the comprehensive RFP (See Phase 4, next page) sent to solution 
providers. Utilize Ardent’s ePayables Framework (See Phase 1, page 4) to define the desired future state of 
activities across the full AP operation and work with IT to define technical needs.  

A formal requirements document that includes the desired functional specifications, technical considerations, 
and all other relevant project needs (i.e., training, end-user support, project timing, high-level budget) should 
be developed with input from the full project team and select extended stakeholders. The document should 
prioritize requirements and highlight the interrelationship between specific solution capabilities and their 
impact on project goals. Stakeholder input can be invaluable in improving overall project performance and 
driving stakeholder acceptance and adoption. Make sure to use this process to engage constituents and manage 
expectations. 
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Phase 4: Build the Business Case 
Key Stakeholders: Project team, finance leaders, stakeholders, and executives. 

Key Activities: Work with the project team and extended stakeholders to build a single document that clearly 
lays out all of the key elements to the proposed AP automation project and a crisp argument for investment in 
it. 

Main Objectives: Develop the formal business document that makes a logical and compelling argument for an 
investment in AP automation and transformation. 

Smart Tip: The best business cases communicate information clearly and convincingly and have broad-based 
support. Before building the case, understand who the decision-makers are and what their main considerations 
are likely to be so that they may be directly addressed.  

Suggested Timeline: 4 weeks. 

 
A business case is the business document that is used to present a logical argument for initiating and investing 
in a specific project or technology. The purpose of any business case is to provide the critical information that 
key decision-makers need to make an informed decision as to whether or not a project is a worthwhile use of 
time, money, and resources and will deliver enough benefits to the enterprise that it should be pursued. 

The goal of this document is to provide a compelling justification for an investment in an AP automation solution 
by explaining (at a high level) why the current problems demand a change and describing (at a high level) the 
desired solution and its likely impact. The business case can also be used to communicate the project to others 
and establish a method for measuring success.  

Before starting the business case, it is essential to know which stakeholders should be involved in the decision-
making process and why their input is important and valued. Key stakeholders should also be involved because 
they represent other functions or groups that will be impacted by the project. If the team is unsure who to 
involve, consider conducting an internal survey to identify key project constituents. Since projects with broad-
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based support are more likely to be approved, gaining strong allies can be the difference between a “go” or “no 
go” decision on the project. 

While the structure and format of the business case should match the standards set within your enterprise, 
most business cases include the following sections. 

The Business Case for AP Automation 

I. Executive Summary: This section should provide an overview of the key points of the Business Case 
document and outline the purpose of the AP transformation project. This section should contain enough 
information for the reader to become familiar with the subject matter and summarize the issues being 
addressed by the project, what benefits it will provide, and how it aligns with the goals and objectives 
of the organization.  

II. Background: The reason for writing this section is to provide the reader with an introduction to the 
accounts payable department and clearly explain the general business problems that it faces due to a 
lack of automated processes. 

III. The Problem/Opportunity: This section should briefly describe the main business problems that the 
proposed project will address. The proposed solution will be detailed in the next section of the Business 
Case, so limit this section to describing only what the problem is. 

IV. Current State: Use this section to describe the AP department’s current processes as clearly and 
succinctly as possible by summarizing the output from Phase 1 (see page 4).  Include a write up that 
offers the right balance of process description and summary information. If possible, include a visual 
workflow of the current AP process. 

V. Project Overview: This section should outline the proposed solution and its scope - what it will do, how 
it works, and a list of major capabilities that the team would like to deploy. The project overview should 
also include: 

A. Business Benefits: Identify and quantify, where possible, the business benefits of the proposed 
solution. Include both hard and soft benefits.  

B. Organizational Impact: Describe how the proposed solution will impact business, IT, processes, 
and people.   

C. Business Impact: Describe the overall scope of deployment – for example, whether it is a 
regional or global project – as well as the potential business units that will be impacted by 
having to adopt this new solution.  

D. Stakeholder Impact: Address how the new solution will affect AP-related activities for various 
stakeholders in terms of the benefits the gain. 

E. Process Impact: Explain how the new solution will impact current AP processes and ensure that 
an invoice is properly processed and paid.  

F. IT Impact: Describe the actual deployment of the solution, how it will be supported and what, if 
any, integrations to current systems (e.g., ERP, Financial, eProcurement, etc.) will be required. 

G. Deployment Plan: Include a high-level technology deployment plan. Make sure to include each 
major phase and key milestones in the project timeline with required deliverables and current 
target dates.  

H. Project Risks: Every project, technology or otherwise, involves some level of risk which cannot 
be eliminated completely. Therefore, work to identify all major risks and think through the best 
ways to minimize/mitigate their impact.  
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I. Alternatives Analysis: It is important to demonstrate that different alternatives were 
considered by the project team. Make sure to include the alternative of “status quo” or doing 
nothing.    

VI. Financial Analysis:  One of the most important aspects of any business case is the financial analysis that 
supports it. The analysis typically includes a cost-benefit analysis and a Return on Investment (ROI) 
calculation This ROI analysis should clearly list the key assumptions for the proposed project and the 
financial analysis used to support it. Both business and technical assumptions should be included.  

VII. Conclusion: The conclusion of the business case should be compelling and should address the goals and 
objectives or in this case the problems and the opportunities that were laid out in the beginning of the 
document. 

While the development of a business case is a fairly common business activity, the project team should not 
build its case in a vacuum. It is strongly recommended that the project team engage with other internal groups 
who have recently made a successful business case for investments in automation solutions and/or 
transformation projects to better understand the process, what information is required in the document, and 
what the decision-makers typically prioritize on projects like this. 
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Phase 5: Analyze the Solution Provider Landscape  

Key Stakeholders: Project team, AP staff, and select end-users. 

Key Activities: Use the key project requirements previously defined (see Phase 3, page 8) to investigate the 
marketplace and identify a list of potential providers that can support the project. 

Main Objectives: Identify the list of providers (including contact information) that are likely qualified to receive 
and participate in the RFP. 

Smart Tip: The success of the RFP is directly linked to engaging the right providers. So, while teams should 
always do independent research to find providers, they should consider tapping into third-party expertise, 
including published analyst reports that evaluate the AP automation landscape.  

Suggested Timeline: 2 weeks. 

 

A critical part of any AP automation project is finding the solution provider that best meets the organization’s 
key requirements (see Phase 3, page 8) and project budget. The solution provider marketplace is crowded and 
composed of many different types of solutions ranging from “scan and capture” providers to “eInvoicing” and 
complete “invoice-to-pay” solutions. Understanding the different types of solutions that are available and the 
general capabilities delivered by each type of solution will help the team to identify the right types of providers 
to consider. Once it is clear which providers can support the scope of the project, the team should investigate 
individual solution providers. Since this phase may uncover new information that changes the current 
requirements, make sure to document and discuss any changes to the original scope or requirements.  
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Phase 6: Develop and Launch the RFP  

Key Stakeholders: Project team, key stakeholders, IT, and finance. 

Key Activities: Merge the key project requirements (see Phase 3), critical information from the business case 
(see Phase 4), and any relevant learnings from researching the solution provider landscape (see Phase 5) into a 
market facing RFP document. Develop a sourcing project plan and timeline that sets a target date for all key 
milestones including contract execution. Send the RFP out to the solution providers identified in Phase 5 and 
communicate the timeline. 

Main Objectives: Create and launch an RFP for the AP automation initiative that shares key information related 
to the enterprise and project, including key requirements and project timeline.   

Smart Tip: The best RFPs leave little to the imagination of the bidders, so make sure to share the project 
background and overall goals, as well as what the project and RFP are trying to accomplish. Be very clear with 
what the key requirements and evaluation criteria are and make sure that the bidders understand the timeline 
for the RFP process, including RFP submission date, demonstration timeline, and the planned timing of the 
overall AP transformation project.  

Suggested Timeline: 4 weeks. 

 

The RFP for AP Automation developed in this phase must provide key project details and ask for important 
information to ensure that the right solution is ultimately selected. The RFP should add structure to the entire 
solution selection process. While the requirements and evaluation criteria for each enterprise may differ at the 
question or line-level, the general structure and format of an RFP should be fairly standard. Since every RFP for 
AP Automation should be based on the unique requirements and situation of the enterprise launching it, the 
recommended RFP structure below should serve as a starting point for the reader.    
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RFP for AP Automation 

I. RFP Introduction: Provides an overview of your project to the solution providers, the goals and 
objectives of the RFP, the RFP timeline, and the desired project timeline.  

II. Solution Provider Company Profile: Requests general information related to the solution provider like 
history, overall company description, breadth and depth of offering, financials, customers, and 
questions that help communicate the size and overall maturity of the company in delivering AP 
automation solutions.  

III. Fraud Prevention and Cyber Security: Focuses on understanding the solution provider’s ability to keep 
data safe from unauthorized and illegal access 

IV. Core AP Automation Functionality & Capabilities: Requests detailed information on the features, 
functionality, and other capabilities that each solution provides. Areas of focus can include: 

A. Invoice submission, receipt, and capture 

B. Invoice processing  

C. B2B payments 

D. Payment networks 

E. Reporting and analytics 

V. Product and Technology: Focuses on understanding the providers’ platforms, architecture, integration 
capabilities, security features, and more. 

VI. Vendor Enablement, Implementation, and Support: This section requests information regarding the 
different types of technical/functional/user support that is available, including training and 
deployment. 

VII. Pricing: Request detailed pricing information so that a total cost of ownership can be calculated. 
Capture any and all costs including subscription or license fees, transaction fees, solution deployment 
and project integration costs, training and support, and any other costs.  

VIII. Reference Customers: Request multiple “in-kind” client references from the solution providers. 
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Phase 7: Solution Selection, Contract Award and Negotiation  

Key Stakeholders: Project team, key stakeholders, IT, finance, and contract team. 

Key Activities: The team reviews and evaluates all RFP responses, selects a short-list of finalists, conducts 
demonstrations, calls references, and awards and executes the final contract.  

Main Objectives: Select the best-fit solution and execute a contract.   

Smart Tip #1: Utilizing an online eSourcing tool can allow for better side-by-side bid comparisons, more 
comprehensive team discussions, and faster overall evaluations.  

Smart Tip #2: Take control of the product demonstration process. When coordinating the product 
demonstrations, make sure to provide (at least one week prior) each provider with a script and/or punch list of 
features, activities, scenarios, and reports that must be displayed during the session. 

Smart Tip #3: Evaluations and contract awards should be based upon what is in the existing solutions today and 
not on the expectation of any future product innovations. Solution product roadmaps are too unpredictable to 
make important decisions based upon them.   

Smart Tip #4: Software salespeople are categorically “optimistic” about what their solutions can accomplish. If 
the project team has doubts about whether or not specific functionality is currently available, list the desired 
capabilities vendor “guarantees” in the final contract. Doing so commits the solution provider’s leadership to 
ensuring that what is contractually defined gets delivered.  

Suggested Timeline: 4 weeks to award. 2 additional weeks to execute the contract. 

 

After the RFP is launched (see Phase 6, page 13), the project team should communicate the project timeline 
and reconfirm all roles and responsibilities to all stakeholders, including those expected to evaluate the RFP 
responses, the end-users and IT staff who may participate in the product demonstrations, as well as the 
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support staff that will drive and/or support the negotiation. External communication will also be important as 
some providers may have questions about the RFP. 

While the RFP is with the solution providers, the team should meet to review and reconfirm:  

(1) The evaluation criteria which can, and should, include price and non-price factors.  

(2) The overall plan for down selection (or “short-listing”) of a smaller group of providers. 

(3) The product demonstration schedule.  

(4) Target dates for contract award and execution. 

Once the bids are received, the team should work collaboratively to evaluate and rank the solution providers. 
From this process, a short list of providers should be identified and product demos should be scheduled (try to 
schedule them as close together as possible). To ensure that the extended team gets a complete view of the 
solution offering, the project lead should send each provider a demo script and/or punch list of features, 
activities, scenarios, reports, and anything else that must be displayed during the session.  

Conduct a total cost of ownership analysis, which includes all direct costs (i.e., subscription and transaction 
fees, etc.) and all indirect costs (i.e. systems integration costs, training and support fees, etc.). While the TCO 
is important, remember that the opportunity cost of selecting the wrong solution typically outweighs the total 
project investment. As such, make sure to incorporate non-price attributes in the evaluation criteria.  

The contract negotiation and execution process should follow the enterprise’s best practices, led by the 
appropriate staff. Once executed, the team is set to do the exciting work of driving an AP transformation! 
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Conclusion 
 
For more than a decade, Ardent Partners research has consistently shown that transforming an AP department is a 
worthwhile undertaking that can deliver significant bottom-line value while also elevating AP’s place within the 
organization. But successful AP transformation projects do not simply happen; they require a clear blueprint, the 
investment of time, money, and resources, as well as solid execution. The most direct and effective path to AP 
excellence begins with a plan that looks holistically across the entire process and incorporates and prioritizes the 
requirements of all AP stakeholders. 
 
One of the most important decisions in an AP transformation project is selecting the underlying solution that will 
enable and support the overall transformation. By following a rigorous solution selection process as detailed in this 
Buyers’ Guide, AP teams will be more likely to choose the best-fit solution, drive higher adoption, and ultimately, 
achieve their primary goals and objectives. Once transformed, an AP department’s ability to impact business 
processes, relationships, and results should expand demonstrably. But an AP transformation should have no defined 
end point; the work to improve AP should continue with a focus on how best to support the overall business and 
positively impact its operations and results. 
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Partner with the Market Leader 
As our name implies, Ardent Partners is passionate about our work. Our team is composed of senior executives with decades 
of experience managing successful projects. Our community is expansive, our influence is extensive, and our research is 
unrivaled. We deliver “Research with Results” - let us show you what we can do. 

Ardent Partners 
 
Since 2010, Ardent Partners has delivered Research with Results™ to business executives working in 

procurement, finance, and HR on multiple platforms and in multiple formats. Ardent advises clients and 

publishes research that helps business decision-makers understand: 

� Industry best practices and how to improve performance   

� Technology landscapes and how to select the best-fit solution(s) based upon their specific budget 

and unique business requirements  

Ardent publishes a network of high-traffic sites, manages a large, global community of business 

executives, and hosts a series of exclusive in-person conferences and online events. Ardent also works 

with solution providers to expand their reach, improve their products, and increase sales. Visit 

www.ardentpartners.com and contact us at sales@ardentpartners.com / 617.752.1728.  

 


